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Abstract—It is believed that automated valet parking (AVP) sys-
tem has great potential to mitigate the parking headache for the
future smart city, as it can provide on-demand parking services,
bringing immense benefits from energy saving for vehicles to time
saving for drivers. For an AVP system, parking reservation is an
indispensable part so that vehicles can accomplish automated park-
ing in accordance with the reserved parking information. However,
the reservation requests may not only reveal the driver identity, but
also disclose his/her sensitive locations, e.g., the most visited places,
which are of great concerns to users. To deal with this challenge,
the anonymous techniques can be naturally applied during park-
ing reservation, but directly applying the anonymous techniques in
AVP will introduce a new security issue, i.e., the anonymous user
may maliciously crash the AVP system by repetitively sending the
reservation requests, which is called “double-reservation attack.”
In this paper, we propose a new privacy-preserving reservation
scheme for securing AVP system. Specifically, each anonymous
user must have only one valid reservation token at any moment,
and the token can only be used for booking one vacant parking
space once. The proposed scheme does not only preserve the user’s
identity privacy and location privacy but also prevents the “double-
reservation attack” based on several elegant building blocks, i.e.,
zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge and proxy resignature. De-
tailed security analysis confirms the security properties of our pro-
posed scheme. In addition, extensive simulations are conducted to
compare our proposed scheme with three previous schemes, and
the experiment results demonstrate that our scheme is also much
efficient in a WiFi-based testbed.

Index Terms—Automated valet parking, anonymity, location
privacy, parking reservation, autonomous vehicles.

I. INTRODUCTION

PARKING, as one of the perennial headaches of urban life,
is a common but especially vexing problem for big cities.
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Fig. 1. An automated valet parking scenario where the user can make parking
reservation remotely through the communication.

This hassle is not only caused by the fast-growing number of
vehicles, but also by the unbalanced distribution of parking lots
and the lack of a parking guidance system. Hence, a fantastic
solution, automated valet parking (AVP) [1] has been proposed
recently, which relies on the autonomous driving techniques to
avoid the defects of valet parking. Taking the AVP solution of
Daimler-Benz company as an example [2], an automated valet
parking mission starts when a driver drops the AV in a desig-
nated drop-off area, and then he/she can monitor and control the
autonomous vehicle (AV) via the smartphone until the parking
task is accomplished. On one hand, the sensors installed in the
parking lot can help steer the parking process; on the other hand,
the AV itself can perform safe driving manoeuvres in response
to the commands from the parking infrastructure and stop the
vehicle if an emergency situation takes place.

Though the Daimler-Benz’s AVP system has been licensed
by the government, it is still an incomplete autonomous parking
solution. It just achieves the “partial self-parking functionality”
since the AV has to be dropped at a drop-off area but not any-
where else. Similarly, another automotive company, ZongMu
Technology [3] has just released its self-parking products, and
announced that its goal is to achieve a remote automated valet
parking solution step by step using the close-to-market sensors.
As shown in Fig. 1, when a driver has reached his/her desti-
nation (e.g., place of work, gym, or hospital), he/she can leave
the vehicle and control the self-parking process by the smart-
phone remotely, e.g., following the parking route in a high-level
parking scenario. Considering the low velocity of AV (up to
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Fig. 2. The diagram of an AVP system.

30 km/h) and the light traffic situation, the deployment of AVP
is mostly limited to the immediate vicinity of the location where
the driver leaves the vehicle, which will reduce the requirements
regarding the capabilities of AV significantly.

Generally, an AVP system can be virtualized as three subsys-
tems [4]: mapping, perception, and communication as shown
in Fig. 2. The mapping subsystem involves the localization
module, the planner module, and the map module: the local-
ization module supports GPS and GPS-denied localization to
avoid collisions and plans appropriate motions; the planner mod-
ule is responsible for generating an optimal trajectory from a
start position to a destination, including on-road trajectory and
the trajectory into the parking bay inside the parking lot; the
map module creates a high-precision 3D geometric map which
contains the detailed on-road and parking lot information. The
perception subsystem consists of the sensing module and en-
vironment modeling module: the sensing module collects the
sensing information from the LIDAR, radar and multiple cam-
eras; the environment modeling module constructs a dynamic
environment model based on the sensing information, such as
detecting and tracking moving vehicles and pedestrians. The
communication subsystem takes charge of sending/receiving
the messages/commands to/from the parking service provider,
the parking lot terminal and the driver’s smartphone. The above
modules are hot research topics for an AVP system, but less
works have been done in the related area of security and privacy
issues (see the references in Section VI).

Different from the traditional parking systems, the AVP sys-
tem requires the driver to reserve a nearby vacant parking space
in advance so that his/her vehicle can park itself autonomously
without human intervention. However, this reservation proce-
dure is under risk of privacy violation. In specific, when parking
is required, the AVP system requires the AV to report its current
location to the parking service provider (PSP) via the communi-
cation subsystem so that a better parking choice can be offered
to locate an optimal nearby parking space for that vehicle. In this
situation, the PSP will learn the personal and location-privacy-
sensitive information, such as the most visited places of the
vehicle, by investigating its uploaded locations [5], [6], which
means that the driver’s location privacy has been compromised.
To address the privacy issue, a naive way is to introduce the
anonymous mechanism into the AVP system: each autonomous
vehicle will have plenty of pseudonyms which can also be au-
thenticated by the PSP to protect the driver’s privacy. Since the

location privacy attacking method [7] needs at least four con-
tinuous location points in a trace, with both spatial relation and
temporal relation, to identify a particular driver, the anonymous
mechanism is effective due to the discrete characteristic of the
parking behavior. In the parking scenario, the PSP cannot obtain
four continuous location points from the AVP system because
the average time interval between two parking demands is long
enough.

From another perspective, the reserved parking space will be
kept until the automated vehicle finishes the parking process or
the reservation is expired, which gives the chance for malicious
drivers to launch the “Double-Reservation Attack”. The drivers
cannot be assumed to behave honestly and he/she can launch an
attack with the aid of the anonymous mechanism. Namely, the
driver, as an adversary, would like to maximize his/her interest
when making the parking space reservation. Despite the fact
that the vehicle only needs a parking space, it could pretend to
be many vehicles and preoccupy all possible parking space in
the nearby parking lots. Under such condition, it is very difficult
for the PSP to detect and track the attack due to the anonymity
if no trusted third party exists.

In this paper, to address the above-mentioned challenges in
the parking reservation scenario, we propose a novel privacy-
preserving reservation scheme for securing AVP system, which
can protect the users’ privacy using cryptographic techniques
and prevent the “Double-Reservation Attack” in a simple but
efficient way. The fundamental intuition of our scheme is to
design a mechanism which makes sure that each anonymous
user must have only one valid reservation token at any moment,
and the token can only be used for booking one vacant parking
space once. The contributions of this paper are summarized as
twofolds.

� We define the system and security model for a reserva-
tion/parking case of an AVP system without a trusted
third party. Following the models, we propose a privacy-
preserving parking reservation scheme based on four
building blocks: zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge,
geo-indistinguishable mechanism, proxy re-signature, and
bloomfilter data structure. The proposed scheme does not
only protect the driver’s identity privacy and location pri-
vacy, but also prevents the “Double-Reservation Attack”.

� The extensive simulation shows that our scheme’s per-
formance is better than the existing schemes [8]–[10] in
terms of computational costs, communication overheads
and storage costs. Additionally, a WiFi-based testbed is
established and our scheme is efficient and practical under
wireless channels and the smartphone environment.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we introduce the system model, security model and
design goals. Then, we propose our privacy-preserving reserva-
tion scheme in Section III. Subsequently, security analysis and
performance evaluation are shown in Section IV and Section V,
respectively. Finally, Section VI reviews some related works
and Section VII draws the conclusion.

II. MODELS AND DESIGN GOAL

In this section, we define the system model, security model,
and also identify the design goal for a reservation/parking case
of an AVP system.
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Fig. 3. A system model of reservation and parking case for AVP.

A. System Model

Our system model mainly consists of the following four enti-
ties: the parking lot terminal (PLT), the parking service provider
(PSP), the autonomous vehicle (AV), and the smartphone (SM)
as shown in Fig. 3.

� Autonomous Vehicle (AV): The AV is a critical and mo-
bile component for an AVP system. With the support of
self-driving techniques, smart vehicles can achieve auto-
mated parking operations. The AV is supposed to have an
autonomous capability (can be low-level to high-level de-
pending on different situations) in automated driving and
parking modes, and also has a communication ability based
on cellular network (e.g. LTE V2X [11]) so that it can be
directly connected with other entities in the network. The
AV is owned by and under the control of a driver (a.k.a
user), and the user could command the AV to accomplish
some tasks, such as self-parking.

� Smartphone (SM): The SM is an intelligent portable de-
vice, which has a restricted computational capability and
is bound with the AV. Obviously, any well-designed smart-
phone is able to communicate with others through the in-
ternet (e.g., WiFi). The SM is owned by and under the
control of a driver (a.k.a user), and the user could install
the parking application and use this application to complete
the reservation process.

� Parking Service Provider (PSP): The PSP is a group of
online servers that provide the on-demand parking service
for the users, involving finding nearby parking space, mak-
ing parking space reservation and other superior services.
These services, offered by a parking management com-
pany, are the subscription services. Only the registered user
who pays the membership fee can enjoy these convenient
services. Furthermore, the services could be published to
the users as a smartphone application, like an Android/IOS
App.

� Parking Lot Terminal (PLT): The PLT is a terminal de-
ployed by the owner of the parking lot, which is responsible
for monitoring and managing the parking lot through IoT
devices (e.g. cameras and sensors), such as recording the
parking space status and charging the fee for the parking
car. In addition, the PLT will upload its parking lot’s real-
time status (e.g. the parking fee, the unoccupied parking
space and the high-definition map) to the PSP so as to

attract more vehicles. Meanwhile, the PSP could utilize
this information for the parking lot recommendation.

To clearly illustrate a reservation and parking case, only one
type (reservation then parking) of AVP parking services is dis-
cussed in detail, in this paper as shown in Fig. 3. Above all,
the users should download the parking App in their SMs and
register themselves at the PSP. Moreover, the valid parking lots’
public information is collected by the PSP in real time. When a
user intends to find a parking space, he/she first needs to pass
the authentication as a registered subscriber using the installed
App, and then queries based on his/her current location and
makes a parking space reservation according to his/her require-
ments. Finally, the user will let his/her AV check in and park at
the reserved space by communicating with the AV through the
SM, and gets the confirmation when the parking process is over.
We omit the picking-up process for a parking service since it is
beyond the scope of this paper.

B. Security Model

The PSP is honest-but-curious, i.e., it follows the protocols,
but is also curious about the user’s privacy by launching passive
attacks. We give an explicit definition of the user’s privacy for the
autonomous valet parking service at the intuitive level. Specif-
ically, we desire our privacy-preserving reservation scheme to
have the following two properties to protect the user’s identity
privacy:

� Pseudonymity: The PSP will not be able to identify the
unique user’s real identity that generates a particular reser-
vation/parking request/query. The only exception is at the
stage of registration, and the users have to reveal their real
identities to the PSP to prove themselves as the valid users.

� Unlinkability: The PSP cannot correlate a user’s any two
reservation/parking sessions. With the knowledge of two
sessions’ authenticated credentials, two sessions cannot be
linked any better than guessing even if the they come from
the same user.

Pseudonymity and unlinkability could be summarized as
anonymity to some extent, which is a simple but an effec-
tive way to protect the user’s identity privacy. To further en-
hance the user’s location privacy, the property named geo-
indistinguishability [12], is also utilized to protect from the
location-based statistical analysis attack in our system.
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� Geo-indistinguishability: The location obfuscation
mechanism used by the users satisfies ε-geo-
indistinguishability.

From another point of view, the users should not be totally
trusted because they are selfish and can launch the attack driven
by self-interest and gain the benefits. In our security model,
the selfish users may deliberately reserve/occupy many parking
spaces at once since they are anonymous and cannot be tracked,
although they merely need one parking space. Therefore, we
introduce this new primitive named “Double-Reservation At-
tack” in the reservation process for an AVP system.

In addition, we assume that the PLT does not collude with
the PSP to compromise the user’s privacy. Since this kind of
collusion attack has become a physical attack, and it cannot be
entirely solved based on secure protocols. Supposing that the
PLT, colluding with the PSP, can use the cameras to record a
user’s parking AV, it would definitely approve the real identity
(car’s exclusive license number) of a user to the PSP, no matter
what protocols are proposed to protect the user’s privacy. In this
situation, not only should the secure protocols be designed but
also the privacy law should be applied to forbid the privacy vio-
lation behaviors of the parking company in the physical world,
which is out of scope of this paper.

However, there exist two main limitations in our security
model: 1) the exact probability that two pseudonyms of a user
can be linked depends on various “side-information”. The link-
ing probability does not just rely on the anonymity but also the
user’s requirements and behaviors. These “side-information”
could be linked to identify the unique human [7]. Nevertheless,
note that the common parking issues always happen in the most
populous regions (a lot of vehicles needs to be parked nearby
and cannot easily find a parking space) and in a discrete way (a
driver usually will not have two continuous reservation/parking
requests), so there could be plenty of similar parking requests
during a short period at the adjacent locations, which will help
relieve this limitation; 2) there might be other ways, outside our
security model, where a user’s privacy can be violated. For ex-
ample, the original IP address in the cellular network could be
a single tag to identify the user (a.k.a, network traffic analysis).
To cope with the issue, our scheme could be coupled with other
techniques (e.g., the anonymous network, Tor [13]) to guarantee
the user’s privacy.

C. Design Goal

Under the aforementioned system model and security model,
our design goal is to propose a privacy-preserving reservation
scheme for autonomous valet parking. In particular, the follow-
ing four objectives should be achieved:

� Privacy: The user’s privacy can be protected, i.e., when
a user reserves a vacant parking space through the PSP,
the PSP cannot identify the user’s real identity and cannot
link one user’s continuous parking reservation requests at
different time intervals.

� Resistance to Double Reservation Attack: The reser-
vation system must resist to the “Double-Reservation At-
tack”, i.e., the PSP only allows the user to book one parking
space at one time and does not allow one user to make mul-
tiple reservations and occupy unlimited parking spaces at
the same time.

� Functionality: The basic functions supporting reservation
for an AVP system should be achieved. The basic functions

TABLE I
NOTATIONS FREQUENTLY USED IN OUR SCHEME

Fig. 4. The communication framework of AVP.

cover user subscription, user authentication and parking
reservation/cancelling, etc.

� Efficiency: The proposed scheme should be efficient in
terms of computational overheads, communication and
storage costs at both user side and PSP side. To implement
the reservation scheme for a real-world AVP system, both
the security and efficiency issues should be considered to
locate a trade-off solution.

III. THE PROPOSED SCHEME

In this section, we first define the pieces of our privacy-
preserving reservation scheme and then present a construc-
tion for the proposed scheme based on four basic build-
ing blocks: zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge [14], geo-
indistinguishable mechanism [12] and proxy re-signature [15],
and bloomfilter data structure. For easier reading, we also give
the description of notations to be used in our scheme in Table I.

A. Design

There are three major pieces of the proposed scheme in an
AVP system, as shown in Fig. 4, including System Setup, Ser-
vice Phase, and Parking Phase.
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� System Setup: ©1 the PLT registers itself at the PSP, and
updates its real-time parking condition for the PSP period-
ically; ©2 the user registers himself/herself at the PSP; ©3
the registered user subscribes to the services based on the
online payment, such as Alipay or Paypal, and acquires the
anonymous subscriber credential by smartphone.

� Service Phase: ©1 the user authenticates himself/herself
to the PSP as a registered subscriber via smartphone; ©2
the user queries and searches the nearby parking lots for the
vacant parking spaces, and then choose one vacant parking
space according to the requirements; ©3 the user sends
the reservation request to the PSP and the PSP makes the
parking reservation at the PLT, and then the parking permit
generated by the PLT is sent back to the user.

� Parking Phase: ©1 the user forwards the permit to the
AV by smartphone and commands the AV to park at the
reserved parking space in an autonomous driving model;
©2 the AV checks into the parking lot based on the permit
and fetches the confirmation receipt; ©3 the AV forwards
the receipt to the user via communication with the SM and
the user renews the anonymous subscriber credential at the
PSP using the receipt.

B. Main Construction

For easy understanding of the construction, we denote the
zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge (ZkPoK), similar to [16],
where a prover convinces a verifier of knowledge of values
(a1, . . . , an ) that satisfy the predicate P by

ZkPoK{(a1, . . . , an )|P (a1, . . . , an )}.

We also denote the geo-indistinguishable mechanism on the
location-based query data (lat, lon, rng) as the function
DP(lat, lon, rng, ε), where lat, lon are coordinates, rng is the
query range and ε is the privacy-related parameter, which is
similar to [17]. The details will be discussed later.

1) System Setup: (Offline Setup) the PSP runs the setup al-
gorithm. Bilinear map groups (G, GT ) of a prime order p > 2λ

are created, where λ is the security parameter and e(., .) denotes
the bilinear map such that e : G × G → GT . Formally, g is a
generator of G and e(g, g) is defined as gT . H : {0, 1}∗ → Zp ,
H ′ : {0, 1}∗ → G, and Ĥ : Zp → Zp are three cryptographic
hash functions, and the PSP’s public key is set as A = ga for
a random a ∈ Zp and a is the private key. Also, the PSP se-
lects x, y, z ∈ Zp and computes X = gx , Y = gy and Z = gz .
μ ∈ Zp is a daily verification key chosen by the PSP. Then,
the tuple {G, GT , p, g, gT , e,X, Y, Z,H,H ′, Ĥ, μ,A} is pub-
lished as the common parameters in the system. Finally, the PSP
initializes three empty sets using bloomfilter Ω = {∅}, Ξ = {∅}
and Ψ = {∅}. Note that, μ, Ω, Ξ and Ψ are reseted per day by
the PSP, indicating that the user’s anonymous credential is only
valid for daily period.
©1 PLT Registration: (1.1) the PLT creates a username and

password, and registers itself in the terminal; (1.2) the PLT up-
loads the identity information, such as the electronic commercial
parking lot license, to the PSP, and the PSP verifies the quali-
fication of the parking lot; (1.3) once the verification has been
passed successfully, the PLT creates a key pair as (B = gb , b)
where b is chosen randomly over Zp , calculates the resigna-
ture key Rab = A

1
b = g

a
b and sends the public key B to the

PSP; (1.4) the PSP stores B, the parking lot information and
completes the registration.
©2 User Registration: (2.1) the user creates a username and

password, and registers itself in the user App; (2.2) the user
uploads the identity information, such as the electronic driving
license, to the PSP, and the PSP verifies the qualification of the
user; (2.2) once the verification has been passed successfully,
the user finishes the registration.
©3 User Subscription: (3.1) the user logins into the user

App via the valid username and password, and pays the service
fee online; (3.2) Once the payment is confirmed by the PSP,
the user chooses (d, r) ∈ Z2

p , constructs M = Y dZr , and sends

(M, Ĥ(d)) to the PSP; (3.3) the PSP checks whether Ĥ(d)
exists in Ω. If it exists, the PSP guides the user to go back to
the step (3.2). Otherwise the PSP adds Ĥ(d) into Ω; (3.4) the
user acts as prover and the PSP as verifier in the zero-knowledge
proof of knowledge:

ZkPoK{(d, r)|M = Y dZr};
(3.4) the PSP returns as failure if the proof fails. Otherwise the
PSP sends to the user a tuple (W, v), where v ∈ Zp and W =

(XM)
1

v + a + μ ; (3.5) the user checks whether e(W,Agv+μ) ?=
e(XM, g). If it fails, the user returns as failure. Otherwise the
anonymous credential is stored as cred = (W, v, d, r) locally.

To avert losing the anonymous credential incidentally and
support credential recovery, cred is encrypted using a preset
secret password pass chosen by the user as Epass(cred), and
Epass(cred) can be stored online at the PSP, where E() is a
common symmetric encryption algorithm, such as AES.

2) Service Phase: ©1 User Authentication: (1.1) the user
acts as prover and the PSP as verifier in the zero-knowledge
proof of knowledge:

ZkPoK{(W, v, d, r)|Wv+a+μ = XY dZr},
and logins to the PSP via the App; (1.2) if the proof is successful,
the PSP generates a unique temporary session token SESS, and
sends it back to the user. Otherwise the PSP returns as failure;
(1.3) the user stores the session token SESS.
©2 Parking Query: (2.1) the user’s current location-

based query (lat, lon, rng) is noised by utilizing the geo-
indistinguishable mechanism as

(lat′, lon′, rng′) = DP(lat, lon, rng, ε);

(2.2) the user sets the parking requirements and requests the
neighbour parking lot information by sending (lat′, lon′, rng′)
and SESS to the PSP; (2.3) the PSP filters the parking lots that
do not meet the criteria and returns the parking lots list within
the query range.
©3 Parking Reservation: (3.1) the user selects a parking lot

from the returned list, sends the reservation request Req to the
PSP, where Req = Info||SESS||Timestamp (Info involves
the trivial reservation information and Timestamp indicates
the current timestamp); (3.2) the user calculates U = g

1
d + μ as

the booking token, sends U to the PSP and engages in a zero-
knowledge proof of knowledge with the PSP, in which the user
plays the prover, the PSP plays the verifier:

ZkPoK{(W, v, d, r)|Wv+a+μ = XY dZr ∧ U = g
1

d + μ };
(3.3) after receiving the request, if the proof succeeds and the
token U does not exist in Ξ, the PSP accepts the request and
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adds U into Ξ. Otherwise the PSP rejects the request; (3.4) the
PSP signs the request as σ = H ′(Req)a and relays the request
Req||σ to the corresponding PLT; (3.5) the PLT verifies the
signature of the request by checking

e(σ, g) ?= e(H ′(Req), A).

If it fails, the reservation request is rejected. Otherwise the
PLT generates a unique random string as the temporary park-
ing permit code c, stores it in its local database, and also
sends it back to the PSP; (3.6) the PSP signs c as Sigc =
H ′(c||Timestamp||SESS)a , stores SESS in its token pool,
and gives c||Sigc back to the user; (3.7) the user verifies the
signature Sigc by checking

e(Sigc , g) ?= e(H ′(c||Timestamp||SESS), A).

If it is valid, the user stores c||Timestamp||SESS||Sigc .
Moreover, the user can cancel the current parking/reservation

session if necessary by sending the session token SESS and the
booking token U to the PSP with a reservation canceling request.
After receiving the canceling request, the PSP will delete the
parking reservation record and notifies the corresponding PLT.
The user can then use the same session token U to renew his/her
anonymous credential, following the steps in User Subscription
except the step (3.1).

3) Parking Phase: ©1 Parking Request: (1.1) the user re-
lays c||Timestamp||SESS||Sigc and the parking lot informa-
tion to the AV via the SM; (1.2) the AV switches to the self-
driving mode and drives to the selected parking lot according to
the received information.
©2 Parking Check-In: (2.1) when connecting to the PLT,

the AV sends c||Timestamp||SESS to the PLT; (2.2) the PLT
verifies the signature Sigc by checking

e(Sigc , g) ?= e(H ′(c||Timestamp||SESS), A).

If it is valid, the PLT searches c in its database and assures that
whether the AV has already reserved a parking space or not. If c
is found in its local database, the PLT deletes c and allows the AV
to park inside. Otherwise the PLT returns as failure and refuses
to offer the service; (2.3) the PLT re-signs Sigc by choosing a
random θ ∈ Zp as Sig′c = (Sigθ

c , Aθ ,Rθ
ab), and transmits Sig′c

as the confirmation receipt to the AV.
©3 Anonymous Credential Renewal: (3.1) the AV forwards

the receipt Sig′c to the user’s SM and notifies the parking con-
firmation message on the user’s SM; (3.2) After waiting for a
random delay, the user applies for a new anonymous credential
by sending c||Timestamp||SESS||Sig′c ||U to the PSP; (3.3)
after receiving the renewal request, the PSP checks the validity
of the credential renewal request by the following three condi-
tions.

- (Condition.1) The PSP searches the session token SESS
in the session token pool. If SESS exists, the PSP deletes
it and this condition is satisfied.

- (Condition.2) The PSP verifies the signature Sig′c by the
following equations.

e(Sigθ
c , g) ?= e(Aθ ,H ′(c||Timestamp||SESS)),

e(Aθ , g) ?= e(B,Rθ
ab).

If the equations hold, this condition is satisfied.

- (Condition.3) The PSP searches U in Ξ and Ψ. If U exists
in Ξ and does not exist in Ψ, the PSP adds U into Ψ and
this condition is satisfied.

If any of them are not fulfilled, the PSP rejects the request
and returns as failure. Otherwise, the PSP returns with success;
(3.4) the user gains a new anonymous credential, following the
steps in User Subscription except the step (3.1).

In addition, to deal with the issue that some important mes-
sages, such as the acknowledgment of the parking space, may be
lost at the user side accidentally, our scheme relies on the PSP
as the intermediate servers to store this information. If the users
miss the acknowledgment, the PSP can help the user check and
download this missing information based on the user’s tempo-
rary session token. Since the temporary session token is unique
and only known by the user and the PSP, only the authorized
anonymous user who has already sent this request can check the
status of this reservation session. Then, there are two cases: 1)
if the request is successful, the user can download the acknowl-
edgment; and 2) if the request is not successful, the user can
resend the reservation request.

C. More Details

1) Zero-Knowledge Proofs of Knowledge: We present the
non-interactive zero knowledge proofs of knowledge (ZkPoK)
that are secure in the random oracle model (Fiat-Shamir heuris-
tic).

Proof.I ZkPoK{(d, r)|M = Y dZr}:
Prover:
1) Choose α, β ∈ Zp , calculate Δ = Y αZβ

2) Set η = H(Y,Z,M,Δ)
3) Send (Δ,M, α̂ = dη + α, β̂ = rη + β) to the verifier
Verifier:
1) Calculate η = H(Y,Z,M,Δ)
2) Check that MηΔ = Y α̂Zβ̂

Proof.II ZkPoK{(W, v, d, r)|Wv+a+μ = XY dZr ∧ U =
g

1
d + μ }:
Note that, the proof can be transformed and rewrited [18] as

ZkPoK{(v, d, r, α1, α2, β1, β2)|W1 = Y α1Zα2∧

1G = W−v
1 Y β1Zβ2 ∧ Ud = gU−μ ∧ e(W2, Agμ)

e(X, g)

= e(W2, g)−v e(Y, g)de(Z,A)α1e(Z, gu )α1e(Z, g)r+β1}
where α1, α2 ∈ Zp , W2 = WZα1 , β1 = α1v, and β2 = α2v.

Prover:
1) Choose ρv , ρd , ρr , ρα1 , ρα2 , ρβ1 , ρβ2 ∈ Zp , calculate Δ1 =

Y ρα 1 Zρα 2 , Δ2 = W−ρv

1 Y ρβ 1 Zρβ 2 , Δ3 = Uρd , Δ4 =
e(W2, g)−ρve(Y, g)ρd e(Z,A)ρα1 e(Z, gμ)ρα1 e(Z, g)ρr +ρβ1

2) Calculate η = H(X,Y,Z,W1,W2, U,Δ1,Δ2,Δ3,Δ4)
3) Send (Δ1,Δ2,Δ3,Δ4,W1,W2, U, ρ̂v = vη + ρv , ρ̂d =

dη + ρd, ρ̂r = rη + ρr , ˆρα1 = α1η + ρα1 , ˆρα2 =
α2η + ρα2), ρ̂β1 = β1η + ρβ1 , ρ̂β2 = β2η + ρβ2) to the
verifier

Verifier:
1) Calculate η = H(X,Y,Z,W1,W2, U,Δ1,Δ2,Δ3,Δ4)
2) Check that Wη

1Δ1=Y ˆρα 1 Z ˆρα 2 , 1G
ηΔ2 =W−ρ̂v

1 Y ˆρβ 1 Z ˆρβ 2 ,

(gU−μ)ηΔ3 = Uρ̂d , and ( e(W 2,Agμ )
e(X,g ) )ηΔ4 = e(W2, g)−ρ̂v

e(Y, g)ρ̂d e(Z,A) ˆρα 1 e(Z, gμ) ˆρα 1 e(Z, g)ρ̂r + ˆρβ 1
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2) Geo-Indistinguishable Mechanism: Given the parameter
ε ∈ R+ (i.e., the default privacy levels can be set as low ε =
0.01, medium ε = 0.004, and high ε = 0.001), and the actual
location pos = (lat, lon) ∈ R2, the probability density func-
tion of noise mechanism (planar Laplacian), on any other point
pos = (lat′, lon′) ∈ R2, is Dε(pos)(pos′) = ε2

2π e−εd(pos,pos ′) ,
where d denotes the Euclidean distance. It can also be rep-
resented as polar coordinate model Dε(rad, θ) = ε2

2π · rad ·
e−ε·rad , where rad and θ are distance and angle with re-
spect to pos. To obfuscate the real location, specifically, θ
should be uniformly chosen from [0, 2π) and rad should be
set as rad = C−1

ε (p) = − 1
ε (W−1( p−1

e ) + 1), where W−1 is
the Lambert W function (the −1 branch) and p should be
uniformly chosen from [0, 1). Also, two transformation func-
tions are needed: LatLonToCartesian and CartesianToLatLon, to
transform (lat, lon) → (x̄, ȳ) and (x̂, ŷ) → (lat′, lon′). There-
fore, x̂ = x̄ + rad · cos θ and ŷ = ȳ + rad · sin θ. In addition,
rng′ = rng − 1

ε (W−1( τ−1
e ) + 1), where τ is the accuracy pa-

rameter (default τ = 0.95).
3) Efficient Set Membership Test: The construction requires

efficient set membership tests for three sets Ω, Ξ and Ψ, and
the standard bloomfilter (BF) data structure is used properly.
The characteristics of this data structure deeply match the re-
quirements of our construction, which include the compressed
storage for large dataset, the zero false negative rate, and the
fast search algorithm: since the number of reservation/parking
requests is large, the BF helps diminish the storage overheads;
since each booking token U can only be used for one time, it
could not be missed by BF if it had been used due to the zero
false negative rate; the fast search algorithm can accelerate the
testing speed and reduce the computational costs. Generally, a
BF consists of an array of m cells, each of which is a bit with an
initial value 0, and k independent random hash functions, where
m and k are determined by the maximum number of data items
supported by BF and the false positive ratio of BF.

IV. PRIVACY AND SECURITY ANALYSIS

A. Privacy Analysis

Following the privacy requirements discussed earlier, our
analysis will focus on how the proposed scheme can ensure the
user’s pseudonymity, unlinkability and geo-indistinguishability.

Pseudonymity: Each user has totally different anonymous cre-
dentials (W, v, d, r) for different reservation/parking sessions in
our proposed scheme. The anonymous credential, as a unique
pseudonym defined by the user and confirmed by the PSP
(Proof.I), can be verified by the PSP as the valid anonymous cre-
dential (part of Proof.II) during the anonymous authentication
process. Hence, the user’s pseudonymity relies on the security
of two zero-knowledge proof protocols. Specifically, Proof.I is
an adapted version of the CL signature scheme [19] and Proof.II
is an adapted version of the BBS/BBS+ signature schemes [18],
[20]. Their security proofs are thus relatively straightforward.

Unlinkability: TAuSM08he PSP can perform the pseudonym
linking attack, and our scheme guarantees that the possibil-
ity that the PSP succeeds in linking one user’s two reserva-
tion/parking sessions cannot be better than guessing. In other
words, the PSP cannot link the user’s real identity and the user’s
first anonymous credential during user subscription, and the
PSP cannot link the user’s previous anonymous credential and
renewed anonymous credential during anonymous credential

renewal. This property of unlinkability is dependent on two
zero-knowledge proof protocols Proof.I and Proof.II. When the
user applies for the anonymous credential using his/her real
identity, the PSP only knows that the registered user acquires a
valid anonymous credential, it does not know the values of (d, r)
but can still acknowledge the anonymous credential (W,d, v, r)
(Proof.I) as a valid BBS+ signature. During parking reserva-
tion, the user’s reservation token U cannot be linked to a specific
anonymous credential by the PSP since the PSP does not have d.
Similarly, the PSP only knows that a new anonymous credential
is generated and assigned to the anonymous user during the re-
newal period, but it does not know the content of this new creden-
tial. During anonymous authentication, the PSP and the user run
a non-interactive zero knowledge proof to verify the BBS/BBS+
signature, i.e., the PSP can verify Wv+a+μ = XY dZr without
knowing the values of (W,d, v, r), which guarantees the unlink-
ability.

Geo-indistinguishability: ε-geo-indistinguishability is de-
fined as P (Z |x)

P (Z |x ′) ≤ eεd(pos,pos ′) , where P is the conditional prob-
ability. Each observation is Z ⊆ Z , where Z is a set of possi-
ble reported locations, and d(pos, pos′) is the Euclidean dis-
tance between pos and pos′. By adding a planar laplacian noise
N = (rad, θ) to the original location (lat, lon) in the proposed
scheme, the reported location can be viewed as an obfuscated
location pos′ = (lat′, lon′), and the ε-geo-indistinguishability
is satisfied. The detailed proof can be found in [12].

B. Security Analysis

We focus on how the proposed scheme can be resilient to
the “Double-Reservation Attack” in the security analysis. The
proposed scheme is designed based on the idea of generating
one-time booking token for each registered user and his/her
every booking/parking session. To prevent the attack, the fun-
damental intuition is to make sure that each anonymous user
should and must have only one valid token at one time. In
specific, each user can obtain the token in two stages: user sub-
scription and anonymous credential renewal. The PSP can easily
assure that each registered user only applies for one anonymous
credential during user subscription. If the user has been allo-
cated the anonymous credential, other similar requests will be
dropped since the account information will be recorded. For the
renewal process, the situation becomes complex but can still be
addressed based on three decision conditions:

- (Condition.1) The renewal request comes from a current
reservation/parking session by checking the session token
SESS.

- (Condition.2) The verification of a PLT’s confirmation re-
ceipt guarantees that the anonymous user’s parking session
is accomplished by checking the signature Sig′c .

- (Condition.3) The booking token U has already been used
for booking and has not been used for renewing by perform-
ing set membership tests in Ξ and Ψ. Proof.II indicates that
the token U is authenticated by the PSP, i.e., the token
cannot be forged.

With the aforementioned three conditions, the PSP can update
the user’s exclusive anonymous credential. Namely, the attack
has been prevented. The abnormal timestamp information for
each reservation/parking session (i.e., time duration between
reservation and parking is too short) may help detect the suspi-
cious PLT who may collude with the malicious user even though
this collusion attack gains no benefit for the attackers.
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TABLE II
TESTBED SETTING

In addition, since the parking reservation is a paid service, the
proposed scheme also guarantees that only the premium users
who paid the fees can use this service. The daily verification key
μ, included in each user’s anonymous credential and reservation
token, makes sure that each user needs to refresh his/her sub-
scription information everyday. If the subscription is expired,
he/she will not be allowed to apply for a valid anonymous cre-
dential.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
scheme in terms of communication overheads, computational
and storage costs. Also, a WiFi-based testbed has been built to
further demonstrate the scheme’s practicality.

A. Simulation Settings

In our simulation, we compare our solution with three tradi-
tional solutions based on the blacklistable anonymous creden-
tial (BLAC/BLACR) [9], the blacklistable anonymous creden-
tial with universal accumulator (PE(AR)2) [8] and linkable ring
signature (LRS) [10], which could also deal with the “Double-
Reservation Attack” anonymously under some conditions. This
simulation is built on a JAVA-based simulator and conducted
on a notebook with Intel Core i5-7200U CPU@2.60 GHz and
16.00 GB memory. Then, we test the scheme’s performance in
a testbed of one workstation, one notebook and one Android
phone. These machines play the roles of the PSP, the PLT, the
AV and smartphone, respectively. The hardware and software
of these machines are shown in Table II.

B. Performance Comparisons

Since our solution is particularly proposed for the AVP sys-
tem, it has many characteristics which the previous protocols
do not have (e.g., location obfuscation at user side and the par-
ticipation of PLT). Hence, we mainly investigate performance
comparisons of the anonymous authentication costs (i.e., the
costs of parking reservation), which involves the commu-
nication overheads, computational and storage costs. For the
BLAC/BLACR-based solution, each user owns a anonymous
credential after finishing payment, and the PSP maintains an
anonymous blacklist. When a user reserves a vacant parking
space via the PSP, he/she has to prove to the PSP (one by one)
that he/she is not shown on that anonymous blacklist. When the
reservation is finished, his/her anonymous credential is added
to the blacklist to prevent the “Double-Reservation Attack”. For
the PE(AR)2-based solution, the procedure is similar to that of

Fig. 5. Computational costs compared with the existing schemes.

the BLAC/BLACR-based solution, while the difference is that
the proof between the user and the PSP is designed based on a
universal accumulator to improve the computational efficiency
for both sides. For the LRS-based solution, each user owns
a unique ring signature to represent his/her identity in a pre-
defined group. When a user books a vacant parking space via
the PSP, he/she has to generate a ring signature, which indicates
that he/she is from this group but conceals the specific identity,
and submits this signature to the PSP. When the reservation is
finished, his/her current reservation request can be linked by the
PSP to the future requests to identify whether these two requests
come from the same user in the group anonymously.

We use the BouncyCastle library and JAVA Pairing-Based
Cryptography (JPBC) library to implement the cryptographic
building blocks in our simulator. The elliptic curve of the bilinear
pairing is chosen with a base field size of 512 bits and the order p
is 160 bits. To keep the consistency, the simulation is conducted
under the same setting. The number of total users Ntotal is set
as {100, 200, 500, 10000}, and the number of reserved users
(the user has finished the reservation but not achieved parking
yet) Nres is set as {10, 20, 50, 1000} in our simulation. The
numerical results of computational costs are shown in Fig. 5,
and the results are averaged by 100-times simulations.

Apparently, the execution time of BLAC/BLACR-based and
LRS-based solutions are linearly increased with the growth of
Nres and Ntotal respectively, but the running time of our scheme
and PE(AR)2-based solution is not impacted by either of them
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Fig. 6. Communication overheads and storage costs compared with the existing schemes.

(i.e., our scheme’s execution time is almost fixed 110 ms and
180 ms at user side and PSP side, and the PE(AR)2-based so-
lution’s execution time is almost fixed 240 ms and 260 ms at
user side and PSP side). The reason is that, our scheme just
requires the user to provide a one-time reservation token during
each anonymous authentication process which is very efficient.
However, since BLAC/BLACR requires each user to retrieve the
whole blacklist and to prove to the PSP separately that he/she
does not exist in that list, the proof should be executed Nres

times between the user and the PSP (i.e., the running time of
BLAC/BLACR is almost 101.211 s and 41.332 s at user side
and PSP side when Nres = 1000). In another way, LRS re-
quires each user to sign the signature on behalf of the whole
group to preserve the anonymity, which indicates that the sig-
nature should involve Ntotal group member information (i.e.,
the execution time of LRS is almost 147.429 s and 146.873 s
at user side and PSP side when Ntotal = 10000) and cannot be
distinguished by the PSP. Although the PE(AR)2-based solution
is almost equally efficient as our scheme, it still costs more time
because the user has to re-generate the accumulated witness and
perform a more complex proof on during each anonymous au-
thentication, which are not necessary in our scheme. We also
give the error bars which indicate the time out and help the users
to determine whether they have lost the messages to some extent.
In addition, we compare the communication overheads and stor-
age costs among our scheme, the BLAC/BLACR, the PE(AR)2

and the LRS, and the numerical results are shown in Fig. 6. Note
that, the communication overheads (uplink and downlink) and
storage costs are the serializable output as the byte array type
in our JAVA-based simulator, and may be different from other
programming languages due to diverse data types.

The Fig. 6(a) shows that our scheme only requires around
1200-byte bandwidth per request but both the BLAC/BLACR
and LRS needs more than 2000-byte bandwidth even if there
are only 100 users and 10 reserved users in the system. Espe-
cially, the PE(AR)2-based solution requires more than 7000-
byte bandwidth during anonymous authentication since it has
five zero knowledge proofs for every request. When Ntotal =
10000 and Nres = 1000, the bandwidth requirements are sig-
nificantly large (i.e., each user uploads 295275 bytes for the
BLAC/BLACR, 27884 bytes for the PE(AR)2, and 200129 bytes
for the LRS). Here, the BLAC/BLACR-based solution needs
more bandwidth than the LRS-based solution because the user
has to download the newest blacklist before any authentication
takes place, and the blacklist changes as long as the parking

reservation happens. Hence, the blacklist downloading over-
heads cannot be avoided. However, the PE(AR)2 has a better
performance than the BLAC/BLACR and the LRS when Ntotal

and Nres is large. The reason is that the users can download the
whole newest blacklist in an accumulator for the PE(AR)2-based
solution, which fills the gap of BLAC/BLACR.

For the BLAC/BLACR and PE(AR)2, the PSP stores the
blacklist and its private key, and the user stores the anonymous
credential. The storage costs of LRS are decided by the number
of group members (users). If there are more group members,
the user has to store not only his/her key pairs but also other
member’s public keys, and the PSP needs to store all group
members’ public keys and reserved users’ signatures. In our
scheme, the user stores the anonymous credential, and the PSP
stores its private key and three sets (i.e., the efficient bloom-
filter data structure is not considered in the comparison for the
sake of fairness). Although the storage costs of our scheme are
not the best one compared to that of the previous solutions, the
Fig. 6(b) and (c) show that the costs are still small enough to
support scalability. In the real world, there may exist more than
10000 users and 1000 reserved users in the system, the storage
costs of our scheme are also acceptable (1205 bytes and 148889
bytes at user side and PSP side). The BLAC/BLACR’s costs are
1185 bytes and 167724 bytes, the PE(AR)2 costs are 1973 bytes
and 22529 bytes, and the LRS’s costs are 1280653 bytes and
1408741 bytes at user side and PSP side.

C. Implementation on Testbed

The PSP, PLT and the smartphones are connected via WiFi,
and the communication among them is designed based on the
JAVA socket programming. For simplicity, the automated vehi-
cle and smartphone at user side are programmed into one android
application, while the PSP and PLT own separated JAVA server
applications, which support multiple threads. The information
of registered users and PLTs are store in the MySQL database
which is deployed at PSP side. As shown in Fig. 7, the android
application supports basic functions, such as user registration,
user login, user subscription (after user login) anonymous login
(i.e., user authentication), parking query (after anonymous lo-
gin), parking reservation (after parking query), parking check-
in (including parking request) and anonymous credential re-
newal. As a research demo, just one PLT application is de-
ployed with the fixed information near the University of Wa-
terloo, and a single PLT registration application is developed,
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TABLE III
THE PERFORMANCE (DELAY) OF OUR TESTBED FOR THREE PHASES IN OUR SCHEME

Fig. 7. Selected android client interfaces when making the parking
reservation.

but it is still enough to test the performance of our scheme
since multiple PLTs will not impact the performance from a
design standpoint. The test results are shown in Table. III. Most
of the delays are measured from the android client side, start-
ing from the request generation to the operation completion.
The most time-consuming operation of our scheme is the park-
ing reservation which costs almost 3 seconds. User subscrip-
tion, user authentication and anonymous credential renewal cost
around 2 seconds, while other operations cost less than 300
ms. Therefore, our scheme is very efficient in the WiFi-based
testbed.

VI. RELATED WORKS

In this section, some related works fall into three cate-
gories: (1) automated valet parking system; (2) some crypto-
graphic techniques that may provide privacy protection and
also be resilient to the “Double-Reservation Attack” with
some modifications, though none of them is designed for
the AVP system; (3) other privacy-preserving schemes pro-
posed for reservation/parking applications in the vehicular
networks.

A. Automated Valet Parking

Automated valet parking has the potential of becoming one
of the first mature automated driving applications [4] and many
research projects aim at this direction such as the V-Charge
project [1] and the AutoPLES project [21]. There exist plenty
of research papers in this area recently, the topics include but
not limited to: high-definition 3D map generation [1], local-
ization [22], perception/environment model [23] and motion
planning [24]. For example, Schwesinger et al. [1] leveraged
multi-camera SLAM to simultaneously build the real-time en-
vironmental 3D map. Ibisch et al. [22] proposed a localization

method by deploying the environment-embedded LIDAR sen-
sors in the parking garage. Bertozzi et al. [23] proposed a detec-
tion and tracking algorithm using 4 fisheye cameras, which is
able to detect and track moving pedestrians and vehicles. Gonza-
lez et al. [24] reviewed the previous works on motion planning,
which are designed based on various policies, including graph
search, sampling, and interpolating curve and numerical opti-
mization. Note that, the above works focus on the functionality
of AVP system but not the security and privacy issues, which is
another obstacle to the deployment of AVP system.

B. Cryptographic Techniques

A typical technique for addressing the “Double-Reservation
Attack” while keeping the identity anonymous is blind signa-
ture [25]. The solutions based on blind signature technique were
mostly proposed for the digital cash scenario and deal with the
so-called “Double-Spending” risks with the help of a third-party
trusted party. In this parking case, the link operation of two dou-
ble reservations should be performed on the third-party trusted
server, which makes these solutions not compatible with the
real-world AVP system. To make the case more flexible, two
methods are proposed without the need of a trust authority: the
blacklistable anonymous credential [8], [9], [26] and linkable
ring (group) signature [10]. The solutions based on the black-
listable anonymous credential rely on a dynamic anonymous
blacklist to identify the malicious user when authenticating that
user. These solutions are effective in problem solving but pays
heavy costs in terms of computational costs and communication
overheads, as we simulated in Section V, part B. The solutions
based on the linkable ring signature are designed based on the
group signature to preserve the identity privacy while support-
ing linking two repetitive requests from one anonymous user
in that group. However, these solutions can only satisfy par-
tially anonymity that achieves pseudonymity but not unlinkabil-
ity. Moreover, the blockchain technique is introduced in recent
years, and some solutions [27], [28] based on blockchain were
proposed. These solutions were under the decentralized archi-
tecture and bring new benefits, such as no single of point fail-
ure. Since the basic blockchain does not support the anonymity
(only pseudonymity), these solutions need to modify the ba-
sic blockchain to guarantee both the identity and transaction
privacy. Nevertheless, the new privacy-preserving blockchain
protocols proposed in these solutions sacrifice more costs while
considering that the original one is not efficient due to proof
of work, which is difficult to judge the practicality in our AVP
system.

C. Privacy-Preserving Reservation/Parking Applications

Some recent works [29]–[34] have been presented to achieve
privacy-preserving parking navigation, payment and reservation
based on vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs). Lu et al. [30]
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presented an intelligent secure and privacy-preserving parking
scheme through vehicular communications. They used roadside
units (RSUs) to localize vehicles and assist them to find vacant
parking spaces in a privacy-preserving way, i.e., vehicles use the
pseudonyms, assigned by a third-party trust authority, to protect
their privacy when communicating with the RSUs. Similarly,
Ni et al. [31] proposed a cloud-based privacy-preserving park-
ing navigation system in VANETs to find accessible parking
spots for vehicles. They utilized the anonymous credential to
protect the location privacy of vehicles in VANETs. Also, in
the extended version [32], they provided more details about the
navigation performance analysis. Furthermore, Garra et al. [33]
proposed a privacy-preserving pay-by-phone parking system by
implementing an anonymous e-coin-based payment protocol.
The proposed scheme can keep the payment information secret
while providing the evidence that the payment has been finished
without leaking the user’s privacy. Liu et al. [29] proposed a
privacy-preserving reservation system for electric charging sta-
tions, which is similar to our work. They relied on a trust au-
thority to design a privacy-preserving reservation and penalty
mechanism, which can also preserve the privacy between the
electric vehicles and charging stations. Apparently, although
some privacy-preserving parking applications have been pro-
posed, none of them is specifically designed for the AVP system.

In addition, most of the above schemes, including our work,
are designed for protecting users’ privacy in the communication-
based parking reservation system where all operations are
done through the communication as shown in our system
model. From another perspective, the vision-based parking
space management system may also compromise the user’s pri-
vacy when the system’s cameras record the parking videos of
vehicles’ parking process. However, this challenge is more re-
lated to the privacy protection in the video surveillance sys-
tem [35], and this challenge can be addressed by using a
privacy-preserving camera [36], which comes from a differ-
ent motivation. We refer the interested readers to [37] for more
details.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a privacy-preserving reser-
vation scheme for securing AVP system. The security model
is first presented to define the privacy requirements and the
potential attacks in this system. Then, the proposed scheme
has been designed particularly based on the features of AVP
system, to guarantee both the user’s identity privacy and lo-
cation privacy, and prevent the “Double-Reservation Attack”
performed by the malicious users. In the current work, a se-
cure and privacy-preserving user-centric automated parking
system is proposed. The vacant parking spaces are chosen
by the drivers themselves, which makes the location privacy
of any driver can be easily protected by location obfusca-
tion mechanism. In the future work, a totally different server-
centric automated parking system is considered to schedule
the whole parking process of vehicles, i.e., the parking ser-
vice provider makes the decisions on where to park for each
vehicle. Since the consequence of location obfuscation will
greatly influence the results of optimal parking scheduling, the
key issue is to balance the location privacy and parking util-
ity by analyzing the effects of different location obfuscation
mechanisms.
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